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Abstract.

I. My involvement in computational science education.
   B. Paper with Panoff in SC 91?
   C. Co-PI, CSERD Pathway
   D. Member, Board of Directors, Shodor Education Foundation, Inc.
   E. co-PI on CSIICS, SCSI, NCSI.
   F. Director, Institute for Modeling and Simulation Applications.
   G. Director, Society for Computer Simulation.
   H. Member, Technical Working Group, Verification and Validation Group, DMSO.

II. Lessons Learned from SCSI and NCSI
   A. Scientists and engineers are crappy programmers.
   B. von Neumann Programming is difficult; higher dimensions even worse.
   C. Modeling is the issue.
   D. Current problems require considerations of non-standard techniques.
   E. Uncertain systems more and more required.
   F. Use of alternative arithmetics.
   G. Grand challenges have not gone away, but petty challenges are still the vast major of cycles.

III. Specific Project Background
   A. Peak development in 1990s. Some work into 2000s.
   B. Specialized software for solving one class of problems.
C. Some very sophisticated; some not. Stella as example. Limited by choice of numerical methods.

D. Success of Matlab tool boxes.

E. Meantime, issue of V&V — lots of money in that hole by DoE, DoD.

F. Need for formal methods.

G. But we’ve seen great success in NCSI workshops.

H. Issue is modeling, not simulation.

I. Introduction of AI techniques, CAS.

J. Need to focus on better models, not faster.

I. What problem domains need addressing?

II. What characterizes the solution process?

III. What should computational environments include?

What is and what should a PSE Be? One of the main points of this research should be to understand what a PSE is or should be

I. what its capabilities should be

II. what the needs of users are,

III. who the users are,

IV. what the fundamental architecture of a PSE should be,

V. what components can be re-used from one PSE to the next

VI. Details

A. * From [Gallopoulos, Houstis, and Rice, 1994]: “A PSE is a computer system that provides all the computational facilities necessary to solve a target class of problems. These features include advanced solution methods, automatic or semiautomatic selection of solution methods, and ways to easily incorporate novel solution methods. Moreover, PSEs use the language of the target class of problems, so users can run them without specialized knowledge of the underlying computer hardware or software. By exploiting modern technologies
such as interactive color graphics, powerful processors, and networks of specialized services, PSEs can track extended problem-solving tasks and allow users to review them easily. Overall, they create a framework that is all things to all people: they solve simple or complex problems, support rapid prototyping or detailed analysis, and can be used in introductory education or at the frontiers of science."

B. A similar definition from one of our recent proposals: “A problem solving environment is a computational system that provides a complete and convenient set of high level tools for solving problems from a specific domain. The PSE allows users to define and modify problems, choose solution strategies, interact with and manage appropriate hardware and software resources, visualize and analyze results, and record and coordinate extended problem solving tasks. A user communicates with a PSE in the language of the problem, not in the language of a particular operating system, programming language, or network protocol.”

C. Here are a few additional remarks that help to describe how we view PSEs and PSE development:

1. A PSE applies state of the art research and technology in many subdisciplines of Computer Science to create powerful and convenient computing environments for specific application areas, primarily in science, engineering, and manufacturing. The relevant subdisciplines include artificial intelligence, collaborative computing, graphics and visualization, human-computer interaction, networks and the World Wide Web, numerical analysis, object oriented computing, parallel and distributed computing, and software engineering.

2. A motivational example: A PSE is the software infrastructure needed to support hundreds of engineers, physically distributed, collaborating on the design of a new airplane, and using a heterogeneous collection of models and codes and machines. More specifically, the design approach known as
multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) used in aerospace engineering is a good example of a problem domain that could benefit from a PSE. In MDO, the disciplines of fluid dynamics, controls, and structures are all combined in aircraft design. Large scale engineering design problems such as this are heterogeneous in the extreme: many models, many codes, many people, many machines, many locations. Without a sophisticated, usable software environment, MDO is virtually impossible.

3. Another motivational example: A PSE is the system that the engineer/scientist of the year 2010 will use to solve problems on the global meta-computer.

4. The need for a PSE increases with the complexity and heterogeneity of the application and the problem solving process, i.e., more models, more realistic models, more people, more codes, more machines, more cases. A computational scientist of a generation ago used a relatively simple set of tools: FORTRAN, mainframe computers, output consisting of tables of numbers and simple plots. Today’s scientists use a variety of programming languages— from Fortran90 and HPF to C++ and Java to problem-specific and visual programming environments; they use a complex and rapidly evolving set of parallel computer architectures; they visualize output in three dimensions, with motion, and in immersive environments; and they collaborate with a research team scattered over the world. Clearly, a usable software infrastructure to help scientists manage and coordinate all these problem solving tools is needed. The possibility of building a good PSE increases with the power and sophistication of the key technologies; i.e., networking, visualization, parallel processing, interface tools, etc.

Problems of Interest

I. manufacturing

II. engineering research and development
III. natural sciences. Our motivating examples have most of the following characteristics:

* They are based on sophisticated mathematical models.
* They require sophisticated numerical solution methods.
* They require large scale high performance computing resources.
* They are often multi-disciplinary.
* They are often solved by groups rather than individuals.

The Problem-Solving Process

I. What characterizes the problem-solving that PSEs assist? An important aspect of this work is to understand what tasks the scientific problem-solver wants to do in a PSE, and how the PSE can help. So it is important to have an understanding of the problem solving process itself. One can imagine many different settings or scenarios. Here are a few:

A. Research. A scientist wants to compare models or algorithms or implementations. A small number of test cases are used. Accuracy or computational performance are of primary interest. Comparison with experimental data may be required. The goal is to model some physical phenomenon more accurately, or to develop a better solution algorithm.

B. Design and development. An engineer is trying to design a better system of some kind. The mathematical models and numerical methods used are relatively fixed, although a few key parameters (e.g., the geometry) may be varied. The goal is to find a better design, according to some criteria. This optimization process may be automatic, but is most likely to involve human-in-the-loop steps. Previous “nearby” solutions are of considerable help.

C. Manufacturing. A plant manager or technical officer must monitor and adjust some process to respond to current conditions, e.g., properties of input materials, the current operating environment. Possible adjustments are evaluated for their predicted effect on the manufacturing process. The goal is to produce a product in the most timely, cost-effective manner, while maintaining quality. Speed may be especially critical in this setting, where shutting down the manufacturing
line is virtually unacceptable. Previous solutions and expert help are extremely valuable.

D. Education. A student is studying a well-understood problem domain, experimenting with a variety of models, test cases, methods, etc. The goal is primarily to understand the current state of the art, rather than to generate new insight or new designs. A repository of sample problems and solution strategies would be very helpful, as would expert assistance, and explanation regarding problem solving steps and choices.

Desirable Characteristics of the Scientific Environment

I. Problem-oriented. The PSE should allow the specialist to concentrate on their discipline, without having to become a self-taught expert in networks or parallel computing or the World Wide Web.

II. Integrated. Many problems and solution strategies are extremely heterogeneous: in models, codes, applications, machines, even terminology. One of the most challenging aspects of good PSE design will be to manage all this heterogeneity in an integrated way, so that the user has at least the illusion of working in a predictable and consistent environment.

III. Collaborative. Virtually all science and engineering is done in a collaborative mode, increasingly with physically distributed participants. Collaboration may be synchronous or asynchronous.

IV. Distributed. A PSE may need to be distributed to facilitate remote collaboration (as just mentioned), or simply to make remote computational resources available to a single scientist.

V. Persistent. Problem solving sessions are not isolated events. The process is distributed in time as well as space. A PSE should support this, perhaps with a “notebook” paradigm, perhaps with some concept of continuing sessions, perhaps with a problem and solution repository, etc. Each problem solving session has a previous
context it may need to inherit, and is likely to produce results and insight that will be used in subsequent sessions.

VI. Powerful. No matter how good the PSE looks and feels, if it does not make available sufficiently powerful hardware and software resources, it will not be useful in solving the problems of greatest interest. Note that in educational settings, good use could be made of slightly less powerful PSEs, however.

VII. Open, flexible, adaptive. In many settings it is important that PSE-builders and sophisticated users be able to tailor or add to the functionality of a PSE.

VIII. Graphical, visual. Most large scale applications require visualization of results; many rely on graphical input as well.

IX. Intelligent. In certain settings it is likely that a PSE could supply some expert “advice,” in choosing among several numerical methods, for example, or in advising a machine operator on the factory floor about process control.

Our interests in PSEs. The primary goal of this research is not to build a series of PSEs that will solve all problems for a set of application areas. Instead, our focus is on software infrastructure to make it easier to build and adapt powerful and usable PSEs. Of course, in order to understand the problem and investigate solutions, one needs to work with real users and build some real PSEs

I. Object oriented computing. How can OO technology be leveraged to increase the flexibility and interoperability of PSEs and PSE components? How can OO principals and technology be used in the context of legacy codes that are definitely not object oriented?

II. Human-computer interaction. What are the best ways (paradigms, models, ...) for users to interact with PSEs and with other users? How can PSEs be made more flexible and adaptable to different types of users? How usable are PSEs? How do users of scientific PSEs like to interact with the system and with fellow users? How can a PSE be useful for both disciplinary experts and general or casual users?
III. Parallel algorithms and parallel computing. The computational heart of most scientific PSEs is a substantial numerical simulation, requiring state of the art high performance computing. What level of expertise regarding parallel computing should an engineer or scientist be forced to have? What can be hidden, what should be visible regarding parallelism?

IV. Numerical analysis. What accuracy and robustness issues arise when PSEs begin to combine problem solving modules in unanticipated ways? How can non-expert users be supplied with guidance in choosing mathematical or numerical models? How can a system be designed to degrade gracefully when an inner or server computational kernel fails?

V. Network-based computing. How can the Web and its descendents be leveraged to make better PSEs available more cheaply? When enough affordable bandwidth exists to make machine cycles a utility (like electricity) or to make problem solving servers a good option, how can all of this be used in scientific problem solving? Or are there other ways to think about it?

VI. Computer-supported collaborative work. How can collaboration across space and time, among many users, be supported? What technical and other issues are there and how can they be addressed in this context? How can collaboration be exploited to allow new efficiencies in problem solving?

VII. Visualization. How can scientific visualization tools be more easily integrated with the other components of modern scientific problem solving? What special challenges and opportunities arise with the rise of immersive visualization environments?
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